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Executive summary
In order to facilitate modal shift from road to rail, as set out in the European
Commission’s White Paper on Transport, the rail freight sector faces the challenge of
providing affordable and attractive services. The complexity of the European rail sector
hampers the development of such services. Smart-Rail intends to define, implement and
monitor new shipper-oriented rail freight concepts improving the competitive position of
the rail sector through a Living Lab (or Continuous Improvement Tracks - CITs)
approach.
This Work Package aims to improve the quality of rail services by reducing round-trip
times, better rail capacity use, improving reliability and reducing transport costs. To this
end, the Logistic Service Provider's (LSP) existing logistic Control Tower IT-tool,
which at present does not cover rail transport, will be extended with a rail
freight service add-on: Control Tower Rail (CT-Rail). This will be carried out
through a Continuous Improvement Track and will be tested on the – Bettembourg-Le
Boulou corridor. Part of the CIT is to later expand the use of CT-Rail from this corridor to
potential others.
In this Deliverable, the contents and shape of the information exchange required for
creating the Control Tower Rail are established in detail. To this end, the state-of-the-art
technologies, concepts, data exchange mechanisms, information systems, standards and
controlling processes are analysed. Subsequently derives the applicability of the state-ofthe-art for creating CT-Rail. Finally, the Control Tower Concept is developed; specifying
data exchange interfaces as well as follow-up steps.
From the baseline analysis, it becomes clear that interfaces are required between the LSP
and CT-Rail, between CT-Rail and the railway undertaking (RU), and between CT-Rail and
infrastructure manager (IM), three levels ofcommunication. The data exchange can be
based on direct interfacing (e.g. XML), RailData and on TSI TAF. Of all technologies,
GNSS systems - especially GPS solutions - seem the most relevant for application in CTRail, due to the fact that they can give real-time information about train locations. If GPS
is attached to the transport unit, the entire transport lane can be controlled. For the
same reasons, ‘third-party’ tracking and tracing technology is also promising.
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International Railway Union
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Work Package
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1 Introduction
The current European rail freight market is a complex system involving a great number
of different public and private stakeholders, such as infrastructure managers, rail
operators, terminal operators and freight forwarders who jointly manage the operation
of running trains from A to B. This complexity in the rail sector hampers the
development of efficient and competitive rail freight services. Smart-Rail intends to
contribute to the European policy targets by defining, implementing and monitoring
new shipper-oriented rail freight concepts improving the competitive position of the rail
sector. In addition, the SMART-RAIL project is aligned to the objectives of SHIFT²RAIL1
and its results will be used, further, in this programme.
To achieve the necessary modal shift from road to rail the rail sector faces an
unprecedented challenge of providing the capacity for affordable and attractive services
required to enable this modal shift. The objectives of Smart-Rail are:
-

-

to contribute to a mental shift of the rail sector toward a client oriented and
supply chain focus;
to develop working business models for cooperation of different stake-holders;
to develop a methodology and architecture for exchange of data/information
required for the optimisation process, between stake-holders, making use of
existing initiatives where available (for instance the European Corridor
Management and national logistical information centres;
to establish three Continuous Improvement Tracks (CITs) that each focus on
different aspects and markets and implement the developed tools,
methodologies and concepts. The purpose of the Continuous Improvement
Tracks is to test and improve the innovative measures in a real life situation.
Specific and more dedicated business models, information systems and new rail
services will be tested.

Within this Work Package (WP), the objective is to improve the quality of rail services
(reduce round-trip times, better rail capacity use, improve reliability and reduce
transport costs) in the total supply chain from shippers point of view on a specific
European corridor. Furthermore, the objective is to transfer, in a later stage, the
solution to other European corridors. In this regard, an add-on for rail freight transport
will be added to the currently existing logistic Control Tower of the Logistic Service
Provider (LSP). This add-on will be developed and implemented, by means of the
Continuous Improvement Track approach. This CIT will use the Seacon Control Tower
on the improvement cycles as the case to validate the approach to create a CT-Rail
add-on. Chapter 2 introduces Seacon’ s existing Control Tower.
A total of seven tasks were predefined to structure the work in this Work Package:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Problem analysis, link with other studies and design of control tower concept;
Potential impact of the control tower concept and involvement of participants;
Information exchange required for the control tower concept;
Alignment of the value case of involved stakeholders;
Implementation of the control tower concept and design of monitoring approach;
Monitoring and adjustment of the control tower concept;
Conclusions and recommendations.

In this task, the contents and shape of the information exchange required for creating
the Control Tower Rail (CT-Rail) are established in detail. With this purpose, the state-of-

1

SHIFT2RAIL is a rail joint technology initiative focussed on turning research and innovation
(R&I) actions to market-driven solutions and accelerating the integration of new and advanced
technologies into innovative rail product solutions (http://www.shift2rail.org/).
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the-art technologies, concepts, data exchange mechanisms, information systems,
standards and controlling processes are analysed. Subsequently, the applicability of the
state-of-the-art for creating CT-Rail is derived. Finally, the Control Tower Concept is
developed; specifying data exchange interfaces as well as follow-up steps. It will become
clear that interfaces are required between the LSP and CT-Rail, between CT-Rail and the
railway undertaking (RU), and between CT-Rail and infrastructure manager (IM).
In this deliverable the analysis done under task 7.1 and described in Deliverable 7.1
“Choice Of Corridor And Design Of the Control Tower Concept” is further elaborated.
Therefore this deliverable may serve interested LSPs in their search for applicable rail
solutions and measures for improving intermodal services.
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2 State-of-the-art technologies
This deliverable (D7.3) is focused on the development of technologies, concepts, data
exchange mechanisms, information systems, standards and controlling process that are
necessary for the successful implementation of the Control Tower concept. First step is
therefore to identify the current state-of-the-art, i.e. to describe the technologies,
concepts etc., which are essential to exploit, together with their roles, reasons to use,
and mutual interaction.
In the next sections, first the general principles of information exchange are described.
Next, technologies in use for identification of wagons and other transport units are
discussed. After that, technologies used for tracking and tracing are defined.
Next, ICT systems and structures, which facilitate planning, resource allocation, tracking
and tracing, etc., are set out.
Finally, data exchange mechanisms and standards are discussed. Data exchange
mechanisms are necessary for ICT systems to provide and obtain data from other system
components and neighbouring systems.
As suggested below, multiple available technologies are often combined as independent
data sources, concerning information of the same or similar nature. Together these
technologies are denoted as the Automatic identification and data capture (AIDC).

2.1 General concept of information exchange
The concept of a logistic Control Tower is crucial for this Living Lab. As defined in D7.1,
“a Control Tower is an information sharing platform to support today’s planners in supply
chain optimisation and the fulfilment of the shippers’ requirements for supply chain
visibility.” Aim is to provide a common integrated information platform to support
the transport processes (planning, real-time monitoring or tracking, and event handling).
To achieve the visibility, flexibility and transparency in the supply chain, as targeted for
D7.3, the following prerequisites need to be met:
1. Identifying the cargo – to recognize each transported item correctly (wagon,
container, or another loading unit), to be able to assign events and attributes to
it, and to communicate the information to the customer
2. Tracking and tracing the cargo – to monitor the transport of the cargo and to
know its position in (virtually) any moment, to be able to plan proactively the
further transport, to adjust the transport schedule, and to communicate the
information to the customer
3. Controlling the transport processes – to monitor, plan and eventually
reschedule the transport as needed, to forecast the transport, to respond to any
deviations from the schedule, and to communicate the status to the customer
(and optionally receive his or her further instructions on the cargo)
4. Data exchange within the transport chain – to update the current information
on the cargo with the partner companies (carriers, operators etc.) or other bodies,
to expand the reach of tracking and controlling the transport processes. In fact,
these are messages or information of the same nature and structure as from the
tracking devices; however, they originate at a different stakeholder and have
therefore to be handled differently to be integrated into the Control Tower. The
messages are handed over a data interface described in Section 4.
The suggested concepts reflect in the following sections, which describe them in more
detail, bottom up as seen on the chart (i.e. identification technologies, localization or
positioning technologies, ICT technologies used to develop the Control Tower, and data
exchange mechanisms and standards).
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual schema of the data exchange of the Control Tower with its
environment

2.2 Identification technologies
2.2.1 Purpose of the identification technologies
To facilitate any tracking and tracing, or actually any information gathering and
monitoring, unique and reliable identification of the loading unit (a vehicle/wagon, truck,
container, palette, or even smaller) is prerequisite. The point is to be able to assign the
positions, states, events, or requests and responses to the right cargo unit.
No matter which specific technology is used, tracking & tracing serves the same purpose
and gives the same information: unique identification of the cargo, train, wagon,
container, or smaller loading unit. The particular unit identified may be subsequently
assigned various necessary attributes, information, events, states, etc., and most
important, may be tracked by the RU or LSP and may provide information for their
customer.
In the following subsections, an overview of the most significant cargo identification
technologies presently used in rail transport is given.
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2.2.2 Granularity in identification
As suggested, the unique identification is necessary to recognize uniquely a specific
loading unit or transport unit. Each unit is or may be defined by a different stakeholder
and represents a different degree of granularity or structure of the transport units:






Train. The only entity relevant for standalone handling and travelling on the
railway infrastructure. Defined and most often also physically assembled by the
RU(s), tracked by the IM(s). Also the train number is often assigned by the IM.
Wagon. In the SWL business (single wagon loads) corresponds often 1:1 to the
wagon consignments; however more precisely, the relationship is 1:N, i.e. one
consignment may contain multiple wagons. (On the other hand, one freight wagon
may carry multiple consignments or parcels, on the LSP level. See below.) The
identification is given by the RU.
Container. One wagon may carry multiple containers (typically up to 3 ISO
containers), which can be transloaded to other transport modes. Defined by the
LSP; assigning to wagons defined in cooperation with the RU upon loading.
Palette or parcel. Smaller transport units or consignments for the end customer,
defined solely by the LSP. For an intermodal operator (or even for the RU), the
container is the smallest loadable and identifiable unit.

A transport unit on any level of granularity may be then assigned a business case, i.e.
the specific transport or consignment for a given customer, may be scheduled, and most
important it may be tracked both within a station or terminal and on route in the train.
Status and events are then assigned to the identified unit, which may be further handled
by the operator or communicated to the customer.
When installing a tracking device onto a vehicle, a proper assignment of the vehicles,
wagons and transport units to a trainset has to be done. A GPS unit, for example (see
2.3.2), is typically installed on one wagon or even on the engine. In this case, any
shunting or manipulation with the trainset has to be captured accordingly also in the ICT
system and the assignment between the train, engine, and trainset/wagons has to be
updated; the one installed unit is then a sort of “surrogate” tracker for each wagon (or
even container).
2.2.3 UIC wagon numbers
Each railway wagon (passenger or freight one) is identified by so-called UIC code, which
comprises a 12-digit number according to a numbering scheme defined originally by the
International Union of Railways (UIC) in their obligatory Leaflet 438. The digits in the
UIC number denote:






Digits 1-2: Type of vehicle and indication of the interoperability
Digits 3-4: Country Code (e.g. 80 for Germany, 54 for the Czech Republic)
Digits 5-8: Vehicle type information
Digits 9-11: Individual running number (serial number)
Digit 12: Self-check digit

Other numbering schemes defined by UIC include:








Leaflet 419-2 – Analytical numbering of international freight trains
Leaflet 428-1 – International sorting system for wagonload traffic
Leaflet 438-2 – Identification marking for freight rolling stock
Leaflet 920-1 – Standard numerical coding for railway undertakings, infrastructure
managers and others companies involved in rail-transport chains
Leaflet 920-2 – Standard numerical coding of locations
Leaflet 920-10 - Standard numerical code for railway customers
Leaflet 920-14 - Standard numerical country coding for use in railway traffic
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Nowadays the aforementioned UIC leaflets are mostly replaced by the so-called
“reference files” maintained by ERA (European Railway Agency). However, the UIC
numbers are being used unchanged – often with this eponymous name. The wagon
numbers are nowadays defined in TSI OPE (2011/314/EC Decision).
Coding, identification and marking of intermodal containers is defined in the ISO 6346
international standard, managed by the International Container Bureau (BIC). The
container number consists of the owner code, category identifier, serial number, and
check digit. Then size and type codes are added, together with the optional registration
country code (as to ISO 3166).
2.2.4 Optical recognition of the wagon numbers
A rather simple idea of “reading” the wagon numbers instead of human personnel lies
behind the camera-based technologies with Optical character recognition (OCR). This
approach is independent of any information given into the system by other subjects and
should be therefore the most accurate, as the vehicle identification is concerned.
Advantages include also zero investments on the rolling stocks (as the UIC vehicle
numbers simply “are there”).

Figure 2.2 Reading the UIC number, optionally with other inscriptions and information,
is often challenging on freight wagons (often also “decorated” by graffiti or rust)
However, due to varying technical state of the rolling stock, the wagon numbers are
often hardly readable and therefore error-prone (furthermore they are “hidden” among
other information on the vehicle body). Other challenges are also involved in this
technology, as weather and lighting conditions (which is why infrared technology is
frequently used), transit speed of the wagons, and more.
Multiple solutions of various vendors, designed specifically for the railway applications,
are available through the whole Europe, as from the companies SLR (Austria), ARH
(Hungary), ASE AG (Germany), Videmo (Germany), or Neural Labs (Spain).
The container numbers are even more challenging to read (for similar reasons); therefore
also the applicable solutions are scarcer.
2.2.5 RFID tags
Being developed in 1980s and widespread later on, the Radio frequency identification
(RFID) has been used for several decades in the manufacturing and retail (here e.g. for
higher-value goods as some clothing). The technology requires installing special devices,
so-called RFID readers, in the monitored area or system. The solution is based other on
Page | 14
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active readers and passive tags (which are cheaper), or passive readers and active tags
(which have longer reading range – up to 600 m is cited).
To be able to be identified and monitored, all the devices, vehicles or other units in the
system have to be equipped by the RFID tags, and the whole area, network or system
has to be equipped by corresponding readers (in suitable span).
Due to varying standards (including varying operating frequencies, from 120-150 kHz LF
to 13.56 MHz HF and to 865-868 MHz UHF, with GHz microwave bands emerging), any
system has to be equipped with the same standard.
In the closed areas of the manufacturing plants, the telemetric Real-time locating
systems (RTLS) are often used, with precise location of the tags.

Figure 2.3 Identifying a vehicle by RFID: a quite inconspicuous
lab installation of a RFID tag on an electric engine Class 380/109E (right-centre)
In the area of transport and logistics, the RFID technology is therefore mostly used in
closed areas and systems as logistic centres, industry railways, or also warehouses
(where they serve to steer the inventory and picking processes).
On railways the RFID technology has still a rather limited usage – firstly due to the
varying standards (which are still not settled sufficiently in railways), and secondly due to
huge investment costs on both vehicles and infrastructure (resulting from the size of the
railway network and the size of fleets).
2.2.6 Identifying using mobile devices
As an independent way, identification by a mobile device is also often used. In this case
it is the train driver who gives the train identification and makes the necessary
assignment to his or her mobile device (smartphone, tablet etc.). A suitable mobile app
is generally used for these purposes, facilitating also tracking the train, and gathering its
status and other information. From that on, tracking the train is replaced by tracking the
mobile device (typically using GPS).
The mobile technologies may also identify each wagon, container, or loading unit;
however, this configuration is rather costly. Anyway the assignment is not fixed (as the
mobile device may be moved from one wagon or train to another one), and it is done in
the CT-similar controlling software.
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2.2.7 Rail traffic identification
In the railway traffic, controlled by the Infrastructure Manager (IM), each train is
identified uniquely by its operative number. More often, the train numbers are rather
commonly subject to changes, as needed by the operative control. Also the train
numbers are mostly not too illustrative, due to their rather “unreadable” format as
“64322”, “1T68” (UK – United Kingdom), or “1. nsl. 54069” (follow-up train, CZ – Czech
Republic).
2.2.7.1 PTN and OTN – planned and operational train number
According to TSI OPE, this is defined as the “daily” or Operational Train Number
(OTN), which is, together with the Planned Train Number (PTN), an important way to
identify the train in the real operation.
Each TSI TAF message contains one of the abovementioned identifiers. PTN has 26 bytes
with the following structure:
<Type>/<Company>/<Rule>/<Core>/<Variant>/<TimetableYear>
Table 2.1 Structure of PTN (TSI TAF) message
Element

Data type

No of bytes

Type

alphanumeric

2

Company

alphanumeric

4

Rule

alphanumeric

2

Core

alphanumeric

12

Variant

alphanumeric

2

TimetableYear

numeric

4

OTN has 34 bytes with the following structure:
<Type>/<Company>/<Rule>/<Core>/<Variant>/<TimetableYear>/<StartDate>

Table 2.2 Structure of OTN (TSI TAF) message
Element

Data type

No of bytes

Type

alphanumeric

2

Company

alphanumeric

4

Rule

alphanumeric

2
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Core

alphanumeric

12

Variant

alphanumeric

2

TimetableYear

numeric, mask YYYY

4

StartDate

numeric, mask YYYYMMDD

8

The elements of both train identifiers are as follows:







ObjectType – Provides a possibility for differentiation between the objects: Train,
Path, Case Reference and Path Request
Company – Identifies a railway company (RU or IM)
Core – It is the main part of identifier and is defined by the company that creates
it.
Variant – The variant shows a relationship between two identifiers referring to
the same business case
TimetableYear – Refers to the timetable period in which the business will be
carried out
StartDate – Is only used in the operational phase and refers to the date where
the single train will start the train journey

The PTN is used in the planning phase to communicate between IM and RU. The “daily”
train number OTN is used in the operational phase. It identifies the train for traffic
management purposes by the Dispatcher, GSM-R services, etc.
2.2.7.2 Meaning of the PTN/OTN
Advantage of the rail traffic information is their high accuracy (they are often specified
or tracked by technical means of the interlocking or safety systems for controlling the
train movements), and their easy availability, as the controlling systems simply “are
there”, without any investments on vehicles and trains; however, their disadvantage is
a rather discrete set of locations for monitoring and loss of information in case of train
stopping.
Individual wagons may be identified this way only based on information given by the RU
or operator itself – i.e. based on assignment between a train and its wagon set, defined
by the RU. These identifiers are, as the TransportOperationalIdentifiers, used also in
the data messages.
Within TSI TAF standard specification, defined by the European railway agency (ERA) and
adopted as an EC Regulation, the Train Identification (TI) is also used, identifying the
train uniquely including the timestamp of its inception.
2.2.8 Other means of identifying the cargo
The cargo (i.e. wagons, containers, or other loading units) may be also identified by
other means. The following list gives a few of them, which are used in the railway
transport, or at least which can be considered for the transport area in general.


Bar coding. Barcodes (with multiple varieties as EAN codes, Pharmacodes, or
Universal Product Code, and with their derivatives as 2D “Aztec codes”, QR codes,
or PDF417) are more than a half of century old, but quite a proven and robust
technology for identifying goods items, packets, parcels, and even larger transport
units. Barcodes are a simple, optically readable identification, unlike the RFID
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tags. They are very easy to print and use, on the item they are energy
independent, and due to its maturity, the technology is in widespread usage.
However, for larger transport units as ISO containers or wagons their usage is
rather limited (as they are not generally suitable for outdoor usage and reading
them from a longer distance is challenging). They are mostly limited to identifying
parcels, palettes or similar loading units.
LoRa technology. A promising emerging standard focused on the Internet of
Things (IoT) is LoRa. LoRaWAN is a Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)
specification intended for wireless battery operated Things in regional, national or
global network. The standards being developed shall provide especially secure bidirectional communication, mobility and localization services, and seamless
interoperability among smart Things.
Similar communication technologies and concepts are used also on the
infrastructure side (i.e. advanced monitoring, level crossing safety etc.); however,
any tangible and ready-to-use solutions are yet to come.
Development of the standards, support of the concepts of Internet of Things,
Smart Cities etc. is steered by LoRa Alliance (see https://www.lora-alliance.org).

2.3 Tracking & tracing: localization technologies
2.3.1 Purpose of the localization technologies
As the train, wagon or container is the most important unit for any RU, LSP or other
operator active in the transportation business, its precise and up-to-date position is
a key information for its efficient usage (and for an efficient fleet management, for that
matter). This primary information then enters the fleet management system or the cargo
tracking system, where it is further handled as necessary and where it can be assigned
to specific events.

Figure 2.4 Without a proper tracking and tracing, the loading units and even wagons
and trains can be easily lost in the network and their utilisation is far from being efficient
This determines the utmost importance of tracking & tracing or localization technologies:
without knowing the accurate position of the cargo, the transport can be hardly
controlled properly. From the military area it comes the saying that there is “no
command without communication.” The following subsections give therefore a general
overview of the technologies which are presently used in the railway and logistic area.
2.3.2 Independent tracking by GPS units
The satellite-based positioning systems are giving a very precise position (down to
a meter scale) of the tracking unit. Usage of the technology is dependent only on the
“visibility” of the satellite network (which can be almost taken for granted).
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The technology itself is described by the generic term of a Global navigation satellite
system (GNSS); three such systems have been deployed in the world, being the U.S.
system of NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS, giving the technology almost
eponymous name), the European Galileo, and Russian GLONASS.
Being in widespread usage, especially in the world of truck transport, the GPS technology
is gaining its importance also in the railway transport. However, rather high investment
costs are involved in tracking every wagon with GPS – as each must be separately
equipped with a GPS unit, with an independent energy source, and with specific robust
form-factor suitable for outdoor environment on a railway vehicle (these factors
contributing also to higher costs of the GPS units than by the generic units used on the
road vehicles).
As mentioned in the section 2.2.2, installing a tracking device onto a vehicle brings an
issue of a proper assignment of the vehicles, wagons and transport units to a trainset.
Any shunting or manipulation with the trainset has to be captured accordingly; breakup
of the trainset means also breakup of the assignment and therefore breakup of all the
status and position messages, events etc. Failing to identify each transport unit (wagon,
container etc.), it may be even lost as a result.
In a pure sense, the tracking unit always tracks precisely only “its own” wagon or engine
(or container, which is seldom used, however). Tracking the whole trainset and its
wagons is defined only in the ICT system by proper assignment of the identifiers.

Figure 2.5 An example of a GPS tracking unit for inner and outer mount on a railway
freight wagon
Many commercial solutions based on the GPS technology are available. Due to the
limitations mentioned above, their usage on railways has the biggest significance for
higher-value cargo items.
2.3.3 Reading at RFID gates
When the wagons or trains are identified by RFID tags, they are tracked during the event
of passing through a RFID gate. More often, passive tags and correspondingly active
gates are used, to avoid a more costly and energy consuming device on a higher count of
the vehicles.
Another interesting technology based on RFID involves the telemetric Real-time
locating systems (RTLS), which are used to automatically identify and track the
location of objects or people in real time. However, as already mentioned above, usage
of these systems is mostly limited to the closed areas as manufacturing plants, or in the
area of transport and logistics, logistic centres, industry railways, or warehouses.
For the railway transport, RTLS is rather of a limited use. The more generic radiofrequency technology RFID may be used instead. However, due to technical and
standard-pertinent issues their usage (see the description in 2.2.5) is again to be seen
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rather in closed systems as logistic centres or industry railways; on the “big railway” the
missing infrastructure of RFID readers prevents its widespread usage for tracking the
rolling stock.
Software-based monitoring of objects (i.e. that of wagons, containers, or other loading
units) within a delimited area is called geofencing. The geographical boundaries of the
focus area are defined in the software and the objects are tracked using GPS or RFID
technology. This way, unexpected leaving of the delimited area (e.g. the intermodal
terminal) may be easily detected and alerted.
2.3.4 Tracking by the personnel
The most obvious way to track and trace the trains and wagons is based on human
inspection and subsequent data entry into the ICT systems – i.e. on the loading and
unloading railway stations, sidings, in the shunting yards (where applicable), and at other
workplaces. This approach, being nowadays considered rather obsolete, is still
unavoidable to an extent, given the scope and size of the railway network. Its advantage
is complete independency of any technical devices on both the rolling stock and the
stations (save the ICT system itself with terminals).
As a “human data source”, also the train driver equipped with a suitable mobile device
and mobile app is to be considered (as mentioned in 2.2.6). For smaller, independent
RUs and operators, this information source is growingly indispensable, as their access to
“large” RUs and their ICT systems (including the “community” ones) is rather limited or
complicated.
2.3.5 Other technologies
Especially on the higher-value cargo (as the automotive components or finished cars;
livestock and groceries, fragile or sensitive items etc.), technologies of “transport
recorders” for monitoring the proper cargo handling during the transport or storage are
used. Using the corresponding sensors, shocks and vibrations may be monitored
(gyroscope, accelerometer); other parameters include temperature and humidity during
the transport.
Joined with the timestamp and with the position data (GPS), tracking and tracing of the
transport parameters is given; the measured values may raise alarm in online mode, or
may be used for further evaluation and reporting.
The transport recording devices integrate actually measured data from multiple
sensors on the cargo; examples include http://www.isthq.com/CompanyInfo.aspx or
http://www.t-tec.com.au/transport-recorders/.
2.3.6 Using the external ICT systems
As “third-party” tracking and tracing information, the data received from an IM,
another RU, or LSP or terminal operator can be also considered. As mentioned in the
previous section on the cargo identification, advantage of the information from an IM is
their high accuracy and their easy availability.
Concerning the information from another RU or another LSP, they are dependent on
partnership with the other party and generally are suitable for smaller operators who do
not operate their own trains, or for LSPs and other subjects “outside” the railway
business in its pure sense. Another advantage for the operator therefore is, that with the
third-party systems also individual wagons (i.e. LTTL units, “less-than-train-load”) can be
tracked (upon prerequisite of proper identification assignment between wagons and
trains in the ICT system).
This sort of tracking the cargo based on using the external ICT systems is unavoidable in
a sense (unless all the trains or wagons without an exception are equipped with
a tracking unit).
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On the international level, the information systems of RailData (an organisation of the
major European freight railway undertakings) are also used for tracking the trains and
wagons: ISR (International Service Reliability) giving the information about movements
of freight wagons, and ORFEUS (Open Railway Freight EDI User System) handling the
data on consignment notes.
However, these systems are again dependent on the information given by the member
RUs and their staff; implied from this, they are not available or accessible universally, as
they serve just for their member RUs.
The RU and IM may track the train positions on the railway infrastructure using TSI TAF
messages. Specifically it is the TrainRunningInformationMessage structure, defined in
Error! Reference source not found., together with its detailed specification and
element meaning. This message gives the arrival time, departure time, and passing time
of a train.

2.4 ICT systems and architectures
The importance of telematics applications and software solutions in rail freight is,
as in other industries, steadily growing, which reflects in increased use of telematics
applications and planning and process software. The following section describes therefore
the state-of-the-art in the area of ICT (information and communication technologies).
First the general concepts are described, then the process overview is given, and also
communication measures and data exchange standards are stressed as a necessary
prerequisite of any data exchange.
2.4.1 The Control Tower as an integrated information platform
As detailed in D7.1, the current Control Tower at Seacon Logistics is being implemented
as an IT tool to manage transport flows between origin and destination. Its aim is to
support the shippers’ demand for additional transport services. Within the Smart-Rail
project (and within this LL2), the Control Tower will be expanded by an add-on
developed specifically for communicating around the railway leg.
This is to say, that the Control Tower gathers data (especially the position data) from
different providers (as detailed in Section 2.3), integrates them, validates and
consolidates, and then, based on defined user access rights, provides them to the
defined data consumers.
2.4.2 General concepts to be followed
The ICT systems in the railway and transportation sector are increasingly being built
around a specific set of ubiquitous standards and concepts, which correspond to the most
recent developments in the area. In the following table a general overview of these
concepts and principles is given.
Table 2.3 Overview of concepts and principles for an ICT system in the railway sector
Concept

Description

Three levels of the ICT
and process control

Any ICT system with comprehensive functionalities for
a freight operator, RU, LSP, or intermodal operator has to
cover the three basic levels of decision and management:


Strategic management – general, long-term
decisions (purchasing and maintenance of the rolling
stock or equipment, financing, overall business
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strategy)
Tactical management – planning the train transport,
creating the basic plans and schedules, requesting and
procuring the capacity from the RU and/or IM
Operation management – operation management of
the hauling vehicles, wagons, and personnel (fleet
management)

For the shipper and LSP, cargo planning and synchronization
between terminals, warehouses and carriers, including the preand end haulage is also important (on the tactical and
operation level).
Optimising for efficiency

An efficient fleet management is a primary concern for any
operator, RU, LSP, or intermodal operator, as the freight
wagon or container is one of its most significant enterprise
resources. Above all the non-productive empty wagon and/or
container runs are to be cut as much as possible: for such
applications, sophisticated mathematic methods are used (as
index heuristic method, frequency heuristic method, or
modified distribution method).
The optimising methods, when properly implemented, lead to
significant cost savings, and therefore to increasing the
efficiency and attractiveness of the railway freight transport.

Transparency

Communication of the ICT systems and their usage is to be
transparent as much as possible; it means ability to operate
independent of the levels of abstraction between the user
application and the core functionality. A system is therefore
considered transparent, if the application can operate
unchanged even against different underlying system structures
and/or architectures. For example, if a specific resource or
database is replicated among multiple locations, it should
appear to the user or application as a single resource.

Data security

An important concept is also the data and communication
security, which denotes defending information from
unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification,
perusal, inspection, recording or destruction. The key concepts
are confidentiality (information is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorized), integrity (assuring the accuracy
and completeness of data), availability (the information
available when it is needed), and non-repudiation (no party of
a transaction can deny receiving or sending the transaction).
To allow for data security, physical, logical and administrative
controls are used. One of the important principles (though
often omitted) is the “principle of least privilege”, meaning that
no entity shall be granted more access rights (privileges) than
necessary. For the access control, identification,
authentication, and authorization are used.

Increasing number of
available data bases

With the ever more widespread usage of the ICT technologies,
the data models and databases have been extending also to
other areas and the systems are covering more processes and
more data structures. These developments add versatility to
the system functionalities and usage, but at the same time
also complexity for both the end user and the application
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developers.
Real-time exchange of
data

The ever-increasing speed and volatility of both the transport
business and the data exchange strengthens the imperative to
exchange and share any data in real-time (or nearly realtime): any information can become obsolete even in seconds
after its inception. The ubiquitous and versatile communication
networks, mobile networks, and permanent online access
facilitate this real-time nature of the data.
On the other side, the most highly accurate and most highly
up-to-date are demanded by the customers, forwarders,
agents and operators, as the real-time information is
a necessary prerequisite for precise logistics (especially in the
just-in-time mode).

Data persistency and
reliability

For the business transactions to be valid, their data
persistency has to be ensured. This means that the data
should not be lost in the transmission or during storing into
databases either. To facilitate data persistency, standard
solutions of the database engines are used.
A rather major issue can be also the (un)reliability of the data
transmission, inherent to the requirement of the real-time data
exchange and data access. Reason for this is sometimes
unreliable transmission networks (namely the mobile ones) or
“deaf spots” with poor signal coverage and with poor to none
network availability.
The lower communication layers (namely the data link layer)
should therefore involve mechanisms for verification and
confirmation of the message reception, and for repeating the
transmission in case of latency or failure.

Building online booking
platforms

Online booking platforms are today used in many different
appearances. Especially for B2C, there are already many
application available, e.g. flight booking systems, online order
systems for grocery shopping.
Today this technology is also used by different actors in the
supply chain management, e.g. LSP and shippers. Whereas the
B2C market seems to be well developed, this is not always the
case for the B2B market.

Visualisation

A powerful and nowadays quite common approach is the
visualisation of much information presented to the user, with
the aim to reinforce human cognition. As the processing power
and graphical rendering is no scarce resource anymore, it is
easy to show information in the graphical form. The specific
information is denoted most often by an icon, by a graphical
symbol, on a map, chart, or by highlighting with colour,
blinking etc.
The most obvious visualisation comes with tracking (or with
the cargo position) on the map, allowing seeing also the
movement itself. It does not mean, however, just visualising
the cargo position on the map; also visualising the position in
a closed area as the logistic centre or terminal is useful,
where the containers or other loading units can be easily
checked for their position, status, and further operations (i.e.
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whether the cargo is being loaded, unloaded, ready for custom
clearance, for departure, on reclaim etc.).
Another field of visualisation is presented by various statistic
or reporting charts (known also from general-purpose software
as the spreadsheet tools).

Figure 2.6 Visualisation of the train position and status on the railway map is
an illustrative and powerful way to present the information (ABIRUN transport
ecosystem, position data taken from CEVIS the national ČD Cargo system)
2.4.3 Controlling processes of the freight transport
The following text describes the general control processes of the freight transport. They
are then reflected in the ICT system, which supports the day-to-day operation of a LSP,
RU, or any other operator involved in the freight transport (i.e. here in Smart-Rail the
Control Tower).










Loading and unloading a container
Assembling a train, assigning the containers and engine
Defining the train composition
Defining the cooperating partners on the train (to share the information) – as the
LSP, RU, forwarder, lokpool etc.
Scheduling the train timetable – utilizing the ordered train path capacity
Tracking on route – tracking the train, engine, wagon, container, or another
loading unit
Forecasting and possible re-scheduling (as necessary)
Reporting and KPI monitoring
Auxiliary processes – e.g. updating the reference files (to keep compatibility of the
messages, requests and responses)

These controlling processes are reflected in the communication messages exchanged
within the CT-Rail, as described in detail in Section 2.5. The corresponding business
processes and business models are described in D7.1, Section 2.3.
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2.4.4 Current issues of the ICT development
The following table summarizes some common issues pertinent to the ICT developments.
Also by extending the Control Tower with the railway leg, these have to be addressed
properly.
Table 2.4 Common issues for ICT developments (extended for the CT)
Control Processes

Description

Fragmentation issue

The information flow between the actors along the transport
chain is often fragmented. This causes missing and incorrect
data and unnecessary delays. This is especially true for
transport chains where more than one transport mode is
involved. Moreover, the information flow between carriers
(shipping companies, rail freight and trucking companies,
airlines), transport operators/freight forwarders, providers of
transport equipment services, shippers and terminal operators,
is not standardised, because these actors each have their own
methods, protocols and traditions of information exchange and
information processing. Especially as the continental transport
economy does not rely on standardised structured messages.
Differing information and communication equipment is used
(paper, phone, fax, telex, email, stand-alone computer
software, proprietary computer messaging standards etc.).
This has become a problem for the introduction of advanced
ICT systems, as necessary tailor-made interfaces are very
costly. But advanced ICT systems are required: There is a
specific need for more (and more accurate) information in
complex (i.e. multimodal) transport chains, as compared to
unimodal door-to-door transport.

Increasing complexity
between different
actors

Due the evolution of the demand of logistic process of the IT
systems, many different IT management systems have been
developed over time. Data is now stored in many different
ways. Furthermore, each stakeholder has its own complex
applications that make the integration between the different
actors a complex matter.

Trend of outsourcing

Global markets continue to be impacted by volatility in many
economies throughout the world, driving highly variable and
sometimes sluggish demand for outsourced logistics services.
Outsourcing requires news and innovative Controlling
processes for logistics.
The trend in outsourcing also allows for combining goods flows
into larger flows. Often increasing the transport flows to be
sufficient for using other modes of transport than road, e.g.
IWW and rail.

Changes in production
systems

European integration and globalization led to a deflection of
economic activity, meaning a shift of sourcing and production
to locations outside the EU. Some important reasons for this
shift of sourcing and production locations abroad include:

Safety and Security

A trend that focuses more on security and safety will be
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beneficial to rail transport. Rail is not only a safer transport
mode compared to road transport, but rail transport is also
more controllable due to the fixed route and loading and
unloading locations. It is unlikely that the shipper will base
(part of) his decision for a transport mode on the safety
argument, unless the goods of concern are chemicals or other
hazardous materials
Supply chain event
management

A relatively new trend in supply chain, is dealing with events
(event management). In case something on the network
occurs, the supply chain should be flexible enough to deal with
such disruption. Event management is often combined with
pre-identified solutions for pre-identified problems. By
modelling different cases, the robustness of the supply chain
can be tested.

2.4.5 Types and roles of the ICT systems
The following table characterises varying ICT systems or ICT landscapes used in the
railway sector. The information is by no means exhausting; it should be considered
rather an overview of available developments.
Table 2.5 ICT systems used for the railway sector
Information systems

Description

Control Towers

The Control Tower is a mean to achieve supply chain
visibility. Supply chain visibility enables the potential of using
(real time) information on three levels of management
control [1]: operational, tactical and strategic.
Currently an ongoing trend for IT support in the form of
Control Towers can be noticed, especially in North-West
Europe.
The continuing development of Control Towers by different
actors in supply chain management, however, results in a
splintered field of standards for data exchange, e.g. different
formatting. This increases the importance of using common
data exchange standards for the communication within the
transport sector (between the Control Towers, also between
a Control Tower and cooperating parties or community ICT
systems). These standards are described in more detail in
Section 2.5.

Customer relationship
management (CRM)

The CRM systems are in widespread usage in many business
areas. Their task is to collect information on customers, their
attributes (basic data; official information; contact information;
type of services or goods requested etc.), purchasing habits,
preferences, marketing info, history with the company
including sale volumes, discounts etc.
To an extent, such a generic system may be also used for
a transportation company as a RU or an operator (including
intermodal or terminal operator). Such a solution can prove
being cost-efficient and often is quite sufficient, especially for
smaller, independent entities. However, lack of any transport
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scheduling and tracking functionalities can often prohibit their
usage and raises the necessity for a specific transportation
solution as a TMS.
Transport management
systems (TMS)

Transportation management system (TMS) is a subset of
supply chain management system, dealing specifically with the
issues of transport; it may be also a part of the ERP system
(Enterprise Resource Planning), or it interfaces with it.
A typical TMS system covers the four phases of transport
processes, i.e. 1) planning and pre-trip phase; 2) transport
execution or the trip itself; 3) follow-up phase as custom
clearance, invoicing; and 4) measurements, KPIs, reporting.
Functionalities of the TMS systems vary significantly from
vendor to vendor; the same holds true for the system
architectures and user interfaces. However, in any case the
TMS should cover the whole core business of the RU or
operator, with possible interfaces or interconnections to its
existing ICT landscape.

Cross border traffic
management

The development of interoperable and attractive multimodal
transport services rely more and more on the availability of
modern tools that aim at ensuring the shift from "modes of
transport" to "Intelligent Transport Systems" as foreseen by
the EC. In today’s logistics real-time status information on
transport movements are essential, especially for transport
modes, which show great irregularities, as this is still the case
for most rail freight services throughout EU.

There are basically the following ways of developing IT: a COTS solution (Commercial offthe-shelf); a generic software package, or custom development (either completely or
also using open source components and/or COTS components).
Especially in case of the largest RUs and operators with complex and demanding ICT
requirements, the mentioned in-house or custom-developed systems are often used.
This means an advantage of a tailor-made solution, covering the specific requirements of
the large organisation; on the other hand, it brings or can bring also complexity,
incompatibility with the neighbourhood or with partners, rising costs and dependency on
the vendor or developer.
A separate issue not addressed is also the operation of the software system: it can be
operated by the LSP or by the owner on its own premises (its own server farm), or may
be outsourced to an independent ICT service provider, optionally (and nowadays
increasingly more often) as a cloud solution.
2.4.6 Specific case studies
The following subsection describes some specific case studies of railway undertakings,
logistic operators etc. The overview is by no means exhausting; it is used to illustrate the
varying ICT technologies, varying degrees of integration and various issues being
addressed by the solutions.
Table 2.6 Case studies from RUs and LSPs
Information systems

Description
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National Cargo
(ČD Cargo)

The major “national” operators (i.e. cargo RUs transformed
from the formerly unitary national railways) use typically
custom-developed software or ICT systems, often having been
developed gradually on a long-term basis and composed of
many components or originally separate applications.
An example is ČD Cargo, Czech Republic, whose ICT solution
had been since long developed by traditional vendors, in
accordance to the three levels of ICT and process control:




Strategic level: analytical and reporting tools; data
warehouse; strategic fleet management
Tactical level: marshalling plans; train scheduling
(timetabling), personnel and engine scheduling
(rosters); charging and accounting
Operation level: wagon disposition; operational
control on the freight train level; operative fleet
management (local level – checking the local processes
and states of wagons; central level – wagon positions
on trains); controlling the traffic on marshalling yards
and sidings

More recently, the ICT landscape of ČD Cargo has been
redesigned and upgraded into an integrated ICT system called
PROBIS (Operation and business information system).
Independent operator
(focused on bulk cargo)

Varying ICT systems and applications are addressing the needs
of an independent RU or LSP. As a case study, a Czech private
RU focused mostly on bulk cargo is considered. This company
employs the tool ABIRUN (see figures in the section 2.4.2 and
2.5.1), denoted as the “transport ecosystem”, as it allows for
a direct, seamless communication and data exchange with
other partners involved in the business at hand.
Access to the system is secured by user authorization; each
user has to be introduced by an administrator or power user in
his or her organisation, and each organisation or company has
to be set by a system-wide administrator. Then the user
accesses functionalities and data corresponding to his or her
user role in the system; the access rights may be set in
a granular way to be limited to specific business cases.
The transport ecosystem incorporates ongoing train positions
and other messages from the ICT system of the national
operator or coming via structured e-mail advices or
notifications. Advantage of the ecosystem is its versatility,
scalability, and independent operation.

Operative control for
an intermodal terminal

An important prerequisite of an effective and flexible operation
of an intermodal terminal is a suitable information system,
covering all the technological processes, including the import
and export of containers, their movement on the surface, and
communication with customers and other participants. Several
Czech intermodal terminals use the ICT system KONTI,
covering not only the CRM functionalities and business-related
activities, but also tracking the containers or loading units
within the terminal, from truck or train arrival to exiting from
the facility. Visualised layout of the terminal allows easier
scheduling of the manipulations in the terminal.
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Figure 2.7 Earlier text-based ICT system for operative control of the freight trains
(now obsolete, replaced by a refurbished release), ČD Cargo

Figure 2.8 Rendering an intermodal terminal with visualised containers on the open area
(ICT system KONTI, an intermodal terminal of AWT, Czech Republic)
The list given above is by no means exhaustive; it serves rather as an insight into the
vast and sometimes over-complicated ICT landscape of the railway transport.
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2.5 Data exchange mechanisms and standards
Aim of the Control Tower and that of the whole Living Lab is to create transparency in the
supply chain by “sharing tactical and operational data.” To facilitate the data exchange
and data sharing, communication technologies are needed on the low level, and unified
data exchange standards and protocols on the high level to allow unified interpretation of
the data (in context of the data semantics).
2.5.1 Communication technologies
To transmit the captured data into a central fleet management system with a tracking
and tracing functionality, various communication means are used, which generally
correspond to the way of data collection (though, generally speaking, the communication
technology should be independent of the data source. In the following table, an overview
of communication technologies applicable to tracking & tracing is given.
Table 2.7 Communication means for data transmission
Technologies

Description

Terminal-based access,
wired networks

For the classical, “land-based” ICT systems, a direct terminal
access is often required to enter data into predefined forms.

E-mail

The e-mail notifications on wagon and train positions and
states are quite commonly used, mostly among smaller,
independent RUs or operators. On the originating side, they
may be written by a human, or often generated automatically
from an information system as a structured message.
In a pure text format, however, integrating these messages
into the target information system may be challenging; other
means of exchanging structured messages are therefore used,
the most common of them being the XML format.

Wireless (Wi-Fi)

Wireless networks may be also used as an alternative means
to transfer the data from the rolling stock. However, due to
a rather limited coverage, this way only “offline” transfer may
be done; the utmost advantage of the online tracking is lost.
The wireless communication technologies are therefore useful
only for time-insensitive data as maintenance and diagnostics
of the hauling vehicles.

GPRS

The mobile networks (GSM/GPRS data) could be considered
the primary means for transferring any online information,
including tracking and tracing. However, sometimes limited
availability of the mobile network has to be considered – which
makes the data transfer less-than-optimally reliable. Also
rather significant costs of the communication are involved here
(SIM card, data rates).

Web-based
communication

Web-based communication and web-based user interfaces are
nowadays quite common. Due to the versatile nature of the
WWW communication standards, they are ubiquitous and easy
to use. Also from the data exchange point of view they present
a mature and easy means of communication (most commonly
offered as so-called web service).
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LoRa networks

As an emerging standard for the Internet of Things (IoT), LoRa
may be considered. The Dutch telecommunications company
KPN has recently announced launching a LoRa network to
enable the Internet of Things with any applications built above
it. The network has been launched on November 4th 2015 in
Rotterdam and The Hague, and in 2016 it is planned to be
implemented incrementally throughout the Netherlands.
Also other places, areas and networks are prepared to be
deployed, e.g. the Orange LoRa network in French Grenoble.

Figure 2.9 Web-based communication technologies and web-based
user interfaces are both versatile and easy-to-grasp
2.5.2 Standards and protocols
In the following table a general overview on the most recent or most commonly used
data exchange mechanisms is given, together with some general concepts and terms.
The specific ICT solutions and international or community ICT systems are then generally
based on these concepts and standards.
Table 2.8 Commonly-used data exchange mechanisms
Data exchange
mechanisms

Description

ISO/OSI model

The seven-layer Open Systems Interconnection model
(ISO/OSI model) is a conceptual model that characterizes
and standardizes the communication functions of a
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telecommunication or computing system without regard to
their underlying internal structure and technology.
For the data exchange in the transportation and/or railway
area, the TCP/IP protocol suite is generally assumed on the
layer 3 and layer 4; the most of the data exchange standards
are defined on the layer 7 (application layer, see the notes
below). The remaining layers are therefore of lesser
consideration here.
Application protocols

The shared protocols on the application layer specify the
interface methods (procedures) used by hosts or systems in
a communication network or wider ICT landscape.
In the transportation area, the application protocols take care
of data structures and data semantics in the first place;
furthermore the data semantics is to be agreed upon by the
applications, typically based on the application standards.

XML

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general data structure,
which defines a set of rules for encoding documents and data
in both human-readable and machine-readable way. It is
therefore a textual data format with strong support of Unicode
and is extensively used on Internet for data exchange
purposes.
An XML schema (the oldest type of them being the Document
Type Definition or DTD) defines the semantic structure of the
data, i.e. its validity rules. A schema defines tags, elements,
and attributes. Their semantics is actually given by the
corresponding application.
Also in the railway sector it is abundantly used for data
exchange; among others, the TSI TAF standard is based on the
XML format.

EDI

Electronic data interchange (EDI) is a rather generic term to
describe any electronic communication, as opposed to oldfashioned paper documents. Formally it can be defined as the
transfer of structured data, by agreed messages, from one
computer system to another without human intervention.
In a narrower sense, EDI defines many specific EDI standards
(including X12, EDIFACT, ODETTE, etc.), some of which
address the needs of specific industries or regions. It also
refers specifically to a family of standards.

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is an open-standard format
that uses human-readable text to transmit data objects
consisting of attribute–value pairs. Its advantage is a more
concise format, saving the storage capacities and necessary
bandwidth for the communication.
At present, the JSON format is not used for any major ICT
system or application in the railway sector.

Web services

According to the definition of W3C (World Wide Web
Consortium), Web services present “a software system
designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine
interaction over a network.” Based on SOAP over HTTP they
can be built on various programming technologies. The XML
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language is usually used as the message format.
TAF TSI

TSI TAF stands for “Technical Specification for Interoperability
relating to the Telematic Applications for Freight subsystem of
the trans-European conventional rail system” and is the
underpinning of the “Interoperability Directive” (2001/16/EC).
Published as a Commission Regulation (EC) 62/2006, it is
directly applicable in all EU Member States.
Its goal is to achieve the information interoperability, i.e. to
simplify and/or allow seamless data exchange among various
stakeholders in the railway freight transport, above all among
the infrastructure managers (IMs) and railway undertakings or
operators (RUs). Together it includes and defines: 1) common
objects; 2) common processes of the train lifecycle; and 3) the
pertinent messages to be exchanged among various
stakeholders of the railway business.

Common Interface

A product (data interface as a software component) provided
by the Common Components Group (CCG). Meets the
requirements defined by TSI TAF. The cooperating subjects or
stakeholders (as RUs, IMs) may purchase a licence of the
Common Interface. The tool allows verifying and validating the
TSI TAF messages, converting from/to proprietary message
formats or UIC formats, and converting between different
versions of TSI TAF message formats.

2.5.3 International and community systems
In addition to the ICT systems and solutions used by the individual RUs for managing
transports (whether off-the-shelf, CRM, TMS, in-house or custom-developed), multiple
international “community” ICT systems are operated, to facilitate specific functionalities
for its members (most often the large “national” cargo companies or infrastructure
managers).
Table 2.9 International “community” ICT systems
Information systems

Description

RailData

RailData – is an international organisation of railway
undertakings for development and production of central
information systems for freight rail traffic in Europe. For its
members (mostly the large or “national” cargos) it provides
the following ICT systems to facilitate the international wagon
traffic: ISR (International Service Reliability) giving the
information about movements of freight wagons; ORFEUS
(Open Railway Freight EDI User System) handling the data on
consignment notes; Use-IT (Uniform System for European
Intermodal Tracking and Tracing) for facilitating the intermodal
transport; and WDI (Web Data Interface) offering the train
pre-advice with optional integration into own ICT tools.

UIC applications

Applications of the International railway union (UIC) have been
originally developed in 1980s, more recently having been
redesigned profoundly and operated within the Hermes
network by the organisation HitRail, based in Utrecht in the
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Netherlands.
The applications were originally designed as Axx: A01 for
passenger reservations, A30 for the freight train pre-advice,
A31 or ISR for monitoring wagon movements – nowadays
under RailData, A38 or wagon search, A40 for bilateral data
exchange of the consignment notes and wagon sheets.
Nowadays they follow the Hxx numbering (H standing for the
Hermes network), the most important being H01, H30, or the
new H20 for requesting a train path.
Being gradually replaced by the European-wide solution of
RailNetEurope (see below), the UIC applications might be seen
as obsolete now; though they have been still in heavy use by
some member railways.
RNE

RNE (RailNetEurope) is an association of the European Rail
Infrastructure Managers and Allocation Bodies which facilitates
international traffic on the European rail infrastructure. It
provides support to Railway Undertakings (RUs) in their
international activities (both for freight and passengers).
To support its missions, RailNetEurope develops, provides and
operates the following major information systems:
-

-

PCS – Path Coordination System. A system used to
allocate train paths in the international traffic
TIS – Train Information System. A system of the
operative traffic control – delivering real-time train data
in the international passenger and freight (train
positions, running forecast and running advice, etc.);
gradually including also domestic train services
CIS – Charging Information System. Handling the
railway access fees – provides information on charges
for the use of European rail infrastructure
CCS – Common Components System. Provides the
software package of Common Interface (CI) for
facilitating the data communication based on TAF TSI,
provides the Central Reference File Database (CRD)
with Location Codes and Company Codes, and provides
a Certification Authority (CA)
Operated by RNE, this system actually belongs to the
Common Components Group (CCG).

Generally the information is available to be used for an
authorised RU, who has a user agreement with RNE, or for its
partners (based on further agreement with RNE – in the socalled Declaration on Data Exchange).
All of these ICT systems support data communication based
on TSI TAF.
Transport Exchange

A transport exchange, similarly to a stock exchange, is
a collaborative platform which provides its members the
service of matching a demand and supply, in this case
a demand and supply of a transport service. As members of
a transport exchange, carriers (RUs) and LSPs are assumed; in
the end, however, it serves also their end customers.
Aim of a transport exchange is to utilize the spare capacity
on a train, truck, wagon, or container, to solve overloading or
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excessive demand for transport services, to provide access to
broader service offer for the end customers, and as a result to
save the transport costs.
Similar collaborative ideas are also in the background of the
Smart-Rail project (though not denoted in this way). Logistic
or supply chains of multiple independent partners may be
created this way.
As a service and corresponding supporting software, there are
multiple commercial solutions in the European truck transport;
in the railway sector, however, no functional transport
exchange is known.

2.6 Links to WP5
In WP5 a team of TNO, H-Log and Abirail are working on a high level integration of
different data sources into one common system that can be used for different
applications. To facilitate the information flows between a LSP and the railway
stakeholders, an information interoperability platform is suggested, called the “CT-Rail”
(Control Tower – Rail). The CT architecture represents the unified data exchange
environment and data interfaces or user interfaces, as designed in a comprehensive and
versatile way in WP5.
The Control Tower, used as a key concept (and a key information controlling tool) within
WP7/LL2, follows a simple chain, defining the technological interfaces, physical
interfaces, and information/data interfaces: LSP – RU – IM, where
-

LSP is the logistic service provider, organising the transport in the whole
logistic chain; it is the “data consumer” from the data exchange view
RU is the railway undertaking, a licensed body allowed to operate trains on the
public railway infrastructure, the service provider for the LSP
IM is the railway infrastructure manager, providing a fair, non-discriminatory
access to the railway infrastructure

The following data areas and messages were identified as necessary for implementation
the Control tower concept in LL2:
-

Pre-trip information: data and information for planning the train service (in
cooperation with the RU), covered often by the reference files; these data
change less frequently (several times a year)
Train path availability for ad hoc planning – not considered in Smart-Rail
Real Time Information – most notably the Train Position; multiple primary
information sources are used; these data change on minute-to-minute basis
Location of the wagons, track & trace of individual wagons
Estimated time of arrival (ETA), Estimated time of departure (ETD) – the key
data items for the operative planning

For the LSP, the ultimate data source of the real-time information is the contracted
railway undertaking (RU), who can obtain the data either from its own sources (as GPS
tracking units, driver’s announcements, or independently driven messages), or from the
infrastructure manager. These data exchange requirements of LL2 shall be solved by the
Interoperability Platform developed within WP5.
The interoperability platform defined in WP5 will therefore provide its services to be
implemented in the Living Labs, including LL2/WP7. The common collaborative approach
and system services constitute a versatile environment to operate reliably also in the
railway sector.
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3 Applicability of state-of-the-art on the existing Control
Tower
In this chapter the identified state-of-the-art will be assessed. The state-of-the-art will be
assessed on the applicability as well as the necessity of such for the Control Tower.
The assessment will be two-fold, namely



Practice;
Literature.

3.1 Assessment of the applicability

3.1.1 According to literature
The main purpose of the CT concept is to enable an optimal management of end-to-end
transportation or more precisely to efficiently ship and monitor a shipment while in
transit as it crosses various modes of transportation. CT concept represents an optimal
mix of transportation best practices and decision support technologies. CT concept is not
a new concept. However, technologies made this concept much more powerful tool.
Technologies enable decision-support to make it easier to connect with all involved
stakeholders (shippers, forwarders, carriers etc.). In fact, implementing the best decision
support technology to enable sound and practical optimization of complex multimodal
networks represents a key factor. In remaining part of this section, applicability issues of
all technological initiatives will be presented.
All technological incentives presented in previous part of this Deliverable may be
categorized into the following main types [2]:
 Freight resource management systems;
 Terminal and port information and communication systems;
 Freight and fleet tracking and management systems;
 Integrated operational/information exchange platform/portal/marketplace.
All these technologies serve as a supporter of a CT concept by providing an increased
performance, visibility and communication between all stakeholders in a transport chain.
However, there are some applicability issues related to adoption of these technologies by
the stakeholders.
The user related barriers include economic, operational, managerial barriers and relate
to the environment of any stakeholder’s company. Namely, the level of technology
adoption and implementation depends on the size of the company. In comparison to
larger enterprises, SMEs are more likely to be limited by financial, human resources and
technology related expertise aspects leading to a greater probability of not being able to
afford appropriate solutions compared to larger enterprises [3].
Large investment requirements, implementation costs, managing and maintenance costs
belong to economic and financial factors that additionally limit the possibility of higher
adoption of technologies which will provide greater support and functionalities to CT
concept.
Operation related barriers for transport and logistic industry include human capital
issues such as difficulty in employing qualified personnel, lack of technology related
specialists. Also, due to the scarcity of high skilled employees, the small transport
companies may suffer disproportionally from these types of barriers. Also in some
companies, there is a problem with willingness of personnel to learn new technologies.
The important is how the companies perceive the adoption of technologies. The
uncertainty of commercial success of some technological application, lack of knowledge
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on payback times and unclear returns on investment represent also a barrier hindering
organizations in transportation and logistic sector from investing in technology ( [4];
[5]).
Technology related barriers include technological constraints that prevent operators
making full utilization of technological applications, including the issues such as
interoperability of systems, integration of various technologies, standardization, security
and data protection [6]. According to the conclusions from PROMIT project [7], in
multimodal transport chain technology related barriers mainly stem from the difficulties
arise from the need for interaction among various related actors, and in the way each
actor operates.
There is also heterogeneity in level of technology adoption in every mode of transport or
among different stakeholders along the multimodal transport chain ( [7]; [5]). Also,
there are differences in used applications provided by various technology service
providers focusing on particular individual needs. Therefore, low compatibility may exist
between these application which represents a main barrier to the interconnectivity
between different applications and integration with future applications. These issues will
negatively affect the cooperation and collaboration of actors in the multimodal transport
process.
The lack of homogenous technological standards has also the impact on the development
of systems for the entire multimodal transport chain [3]. There is a challenge to integrate
all modes of transport into a single application without standardization, integrating
technological applications with legacy systems, and the cost of installing and integrating
new technology. Integrating the applications of all stakeholders is also considered as a
significant barrier to technology adoption.
Data transmission interoperability represents also an important barrier. According to [7]
this problem is mainly caused by the unwillingness of stakeholders to cooperate with
each other. Also, there exist lack of trust in online transactions and consideration for the
security and liability issues regarding the information to be exchanged which may be
considered as an obstacle to adoption of Internet-based applications.
Policy related barriers are mainly connected with coordination and harmonization of
different policy levels which could be an enabler for facilitating some new technologies.
Projects KOMODA [5] and [8] consider different barriers with aspects related to policy
including different legal requirements and customs regulations in different countries,
various regulations for every transport mode, different safety and security standards or
regulations between transport modes as well as countries, different legal frameworks
according to cargo category, different administrative procedures and standards between
countries, and insufficient harmonization of national and European policies between
transport modes.
A review [3] of all 33 EU projects was made (time span of all projects is between 1996
and 2015) related to technological trends in multimodal transport (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 EU projects and technological trends [3]

Only two EU projects consider the use of cloud computing where three projects deploy
Web 3.0 and social network. For example, iCargo [9] deploys the latest ICT innovation
where cloud computing, semantic web and the Internet of Things are used to support the
Intelligent Cargo concept for sustainable global logistics operations where goods are selfcontext and location aware and connected to a range of services. Wireless/Mobile
technologies and the Internet of Things are used by 23 projects due their recent rapid
developments and the level of maturity of the technologies. Other projects tend to focus
on traditional technological applications or address a specific issue such as security or
data standardization.
Next table shows the relevance and the impact that each individual technological trend
has on multimodal transport provision in future. Various technologies have impact of
different intensity (from strong to weak) on lowering the barriers for technology.
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Table 3.2 Impact of technological trends on barriers to technology adoption
Cloud
computing

Web 3.0 and
Social
networking

Wireless/Mobile
communication
technologies
and IoT
3

User related
3
3
barriers
Technology
3
2
3
related
barriers
Policy related
2
1
2
barriers
3=Strong impact, 2=Medium impact, 1=Weak impact

Advances in
interface
technologies
3
2
1

3.1.2 According to practice
Seacon Logistics is an LSP with a focus on deep sea freight from and to Europe,
warehousing in Europe and distribution across Europe. For distribution across Europe
Seacon uses three different modes of transport: road, rail and inland waterway. Due the
lower costs compared to road and the denser network compared to water, rail is an
increasingly important mode of transport for Seacon.
As an LSP, Seacon is responsible for the whole transport of the shipper. This starts with
obtaining the order and picking up the freight and ends with delivering the order and
reporting to the shipper, all in agreed time windows. Apart from the price, the shipper
assesses Seacon’s performance on punctuality on the loading and unloading site and on
the state of the goods after the transport. Therefore it is of major importance that
Seacon arranges the transport within the given time windows and escalates as soon as
possible in cases of derivations from these time windows.
Given the characteristics of Seacon’s business and the shipper’s judgement on the
provided services, the main focus from Seacon’s perspective is on derivations between
the estimated and actual time of arrival on the loading and unloading location. Hence,
insight in reliability, track & trace in each transport leg in the corridor door to door is
crucial.
Of all technologies examined in previous chapters, the GNSS systems - especially GPS
solutions - seem the most relevant for application in the CT-Rail, due to the fact that this
system can give real-time information about train locations and therefore the ETA of the
loads. If GPS is attached to the transport unit, pre and end haulage can also be
monitored, which offers the advantage that the entire transport lane can be controlled.
For the same reasons, the ‘third-party’ tracking and tracing technology is also promising
for the CT-Rail. If a third party can provide transport unit data, this solution would be
just as interesting as the GPS solution. If this is not the case the information from the
different transportation legs should be collected in order to come to the same broad
transport lane overview.
The ‘operative control for an intermodal terminal’ technology could provide information
on the punctuality at the terminals in the transport lane. This means the punctuality of
the transport can be tracked until the last terminal. The advantage of this technology is
the possibility to inform on the availability of the transport unit on the terminal for the
successive transport leg. However, a disruption can only be noticed at the terminals,
which might be too late a stage to adjust the planning of the successive transport leg or
to proactively inform the shipper on the delay.
TIS, Use-IT and ISR are interesting technologies for the rail transport legs due to the
real-time train data - and therefore the real time data of the shipment on the train. A
downside of these technologies is the limitation to the on train data only, which leaves
the pre-haulage, end-haulage and terminal data uncovered.
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3.2 Assessment of the necessity
3.2.1 According to literature
The necessity of applying and improving the current level of technologies in intermodal
transport chain can be realized through the benefits they provide to all stakeholders
within the process. We will use previously stated (Subchapter 3.1.1.) classification of all
technological initiatives described in chapter 2 and give some of the main benefits for
multimodal transport chain which also justify the CT tower concept. These benefits are as
follows [3]:
Freight resource management systems:






Improved operational efficiency;
Reduced empty runs through better route planning;
Improved utilization of transport infrastructure;
Improved customer satisfaction;
Reduced overall costs due to vehicle optimization.

Terminal & Port information and communication systems and applications:






Reduced loading- and unloading time at intermodal terminal due to advanced
terminal operation systems;
Improved utilization of intermodal terminal infrastructure;
Improved, efficient interfaces between different modes at transshipment points
for achieving seamless transfer of cargo;
Reduced operation costs;
Improved customer service and satisfaction.

Freight and Fleet tracking and management systems and applications:






Enabling operators to monitor and manage the cargo and vehicle, as well as
obtain up-to-date information;
Improved utilization of intermodal terminal infrastructure;
Improved
customer
service
through
better
communication
and
providing
sufficient
and
real-time
information
regarding
cargo
and
shipment;
Improved security and safety procedures;
Shorter lead time, resulting in a reduction in inventory.

Integrated operational/information exchange/Platform/Portal/Marketplace:



Electronic
one-stop-shop
marketplace
for
all
parties
along
the
multimodal chain, enabling them to provide bespoke services and
accelerate data and information exchange between the participants;
Allow the related authorities (e.g. customs and port authority) to
interact with the operators and exchange information and transport related
documentation

3.2.2 According to practice
The rail freight sector faces the challenge of providing the capacity for affordable and
attractive services. The complexity of the European rail sector hampers the development
of such services. This Work Package aims to improve the quality of rail services by
reducing round-trip times, better rail capacity use, improving reliability and visibility and,
ultimately, reducing transport costs.
The existing Control Tower at Seacon Logistics manages transport flows and provides for
real-time information for shippers, but at present does not cover rail. The rail service
add-on (CT-Rail) that will developed and continuously improved is a very promising
template with the potential for uptake in the wider European rail sector.
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The aim is to show the impact of providing information on real time basis and the ability
to make rail freight a better product by:








Increasing the predictability. This will result in better management of
expectations which in turn results in increased reliability;
Increasing the visibility. This is a result of increased accuracy of the cargo to
track;
Maintaining the existing lead time. It’s a myth that an increased informational
flow will lead to a reduced lead time, however the agreed lead time is honoured
more often and moreover the lead time to agree with the end client can be given
with decreased volatility. The lead time will become more stable as a result of
increased predictability;
Reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO). The TCO of the LSP’s service will
be reduced by optimizing re-plan actions and avoid penalty costs for delays or noshows at the production plants and/or warehouses. Decreased TCO makes it
possible for the LSP to decrease the cost per transport unit; and offer a more
competitive price on rail;
Sharing information real time. Being informed more often enables the LSP to
get a better grip on their processes and work in progress. It allows the LSP to
approach the current state of the execution close to the reality, enabling flexibility
on transhipment points

IT support is prerequisite for efficient and effective (cost wise, time wise and
environmental friendly) intermodal transport.
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4 Control Tower Concept
4.1 Specification of data exchange interfaces
Realising information exchange requires the right interfaces and connections and
alignment of working procedures. The main interfaces and accompanying working
procedures can be described in the following paragraphs.
Information exchange between LSP and CT-Rail


LSP to CT-Rail regarding pre and end haulage. Interfaces for third party tracking and
tracing have to be designed, specified, built and tested. The data from these
interfaces then has to be visible on the transport management system of the LSP.
Thus, visibility and predictability of pre and end haulage – from production site to
terminal and from terminal to warehouse – is enhanced, in order to be able to better
manage deviations from planning. Description or/ and agreement on the business
rules for sharing and interpret shared – or enriched - data, as well on actions taken
on the basis of these data, should be agreed between the stakeholders.
For example in the case of the connection Bettembourg-Le Boulou partners that
provide pre- and end haulage have to be connected. By creating interfaces the actual
time of loading and departure from production plant is important to secure that the
load is on time for closing at the terminal and meeting the rail schedules. If there is
gap in time between these two points the carriers might be able to load an additional
LTL in the milk run before the carriers drops the container at the terminal.



LSP to CT-Rail regarding intermodal terminal services. Interfaces for third party
tracking and tracing have to be designed, specified, built and tested. The data from
these interfaces then has to be visible on the transport management system of the
LSP. Thus, visibility and predictability of terminal services is enhanced, in order to be
able to better manage deviations from planning. Description or/ and agreement on
the business rules for sharing and interpret shared – or enriched - data, as well on
actions taken on the basis of these data, should be agreed between the stakeholders.
For example on an intermodal corridor Venlo to Italy we book sometimes only one
container per train and a week later five or seven. In these cases communication and
data exchange is very important for both the terminal and the intermodal operator in
order to align the capacity planning, create loading list and to foresee if the train pat
allocation is still valid. By creating an improved data exchange between the LSP and
the terminal and/or the intermodal operator all parties can improve the use of the
capacity. For us as a LSP on this corridor, this exchange provides us insight if an
additional spot/slot booking just before closing is possible or not.

Information exchange between RU /IM


LSP (via CT-Rail) to RU /IM. Interfaces for third party tracking and tracing have to be
designed, specified, built and tested. The data from these interfaces then has to be
visible on the transport management system of the LSP. Thus, expected and actual
departure and arrival times of the train on the terminal is more accurate and better
visible, in order to be able to better manage deviations from planning – as well as
possible re-planning of pre and end haulage. Description or/ and agreement on the
business rules for sharing and interpret shared – or enriched - data, as well on
actions taken on the basis of these data, should be agreed between the stakeholders.
In the case of a block train service used between Poland and the Netherlands, the
corridor crosses multiple borders and captures multiple locomotive changes of
changes of locomotive drivers. All these events can have and have actual impact on
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reliability and punctuality of the service. In different cases a delay, due to the fact
that one of these changes occurred not seamless, can be reduced or eliminated on
the long distance rail corridor, but the LSP has to be informed proactive and
according to agreed agreements, in order to be able to react. For those cases the
delay stays, the impact on the door-to-door service is often significant. Trucks for
end-haulages have to wait and reserved time slots for unloading at the warehouses
cannot be met. If multiple containers of the LSP are on the train the cost for waiting
and penalty at the warehouse could easily run up to €250-400 per container.
Above mentioned measures have impact on multiple information exchanges between LSP
and CT rail described below, e.g. the ETA and ETD of the train, the running information of
the train, but also on e.g. the left capacity on the wagon set for a last slot booked.

Figure 4.1 Visualisation example: Information exchange between RU and CT-Rail
The information exchange between a RU and CT-Rail comprises of the following six
messages:


SetReferenceFile – updates the values in a reference file; message not included
in the TSI TAF standard
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SetTrains(train) – defines the users who have the access rights to the train data
on behalf of a RU and of a LSP; based on the train identification, more information
are exchanged thereafter; message not included in the TSI TAF standard
TrainCompositionMessage – sent from a RU to an IM, defines the composition
of the proposed train; a TSI TAF message
TrainRunningInformationMessage – a TSI TAF message on the last known
train position on the railway network, sent by the RU to the CT-Rail in this case
WagonETI_ETA_Message – a TSI TAF message on the last known ETI/ETA,
sent by the RU to the CT-Rail in this case
SetTrainETD – a message to set the train ETD (Expected Time of Departure), in
this case by the RU

With an exception of the first and second mentioned items, the interface and its
messages are based on TSI TAF standard; however, for the data exchange to be
deployed successfully, also the corresponding data provider (e.g. railway undertaking)
has to implement the data interface based on TSI TAF.
Information exchange between IM and CT-Rail
The information exchange between IM and CT-Rail comprises of the following four
messages:





GetTrains – list of the trains defined for a given RU; message not included in the
TSI TAF standard
TrainCompositionMessage – a TSI TAF message on the train composition, sent
by the RU to the IM
TrainRunningInformationMessage – a TSI TAF message on the last known
train position on the railway network, sent by the IM to the RU
WagonETI_ETA_Message – a TSI TAF message on the last known ETD/ ETA.

With an exception of the first mentioned item, the interface and its messages are based
on TSI TAF standard; however, for the data exchange to be deployed successfully, also
the corresponding data provider (e.g. the infrastructure manager) has to implement the
data interface based on TSI TAF.

4.2 Follow-up steps for improvement and implementation
During and after the implementation and monitoring of the living lab, the business rules
for sharing and interpret shared – or enriched - data, as well on actions taken on the
basis of these data, should be evaluated and where possible further improved.
To implement the data exchange measures, the following process shall be followed. It is
considered as an iterative one – i.e. it can be repeated in case of non-satisfying results or
upon changing environment conditions. Each step from the following chart is further
elaborated to specific sub-steps to be implemented in a step-by-step way.
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1. Understanding the data exchange issues
2. Determining the communication partners
3. Adjusting the internal processes
4. Implementing the communication messages
5. Developing test scenerios
6. Launching the test operation
7. Launching the production
Figure 4.2 Process of implementing the data exchange measures
1. Understanding the data exchange issues
a. Rules to provide the data – defining the conditions for the data provider to
exchange data with “my” subject/organisation
b. Data ownership – solving the issues of data ownership, i.e. who owns data,
who assumes the ownership rights and upon what conditions (technical,
contractual, financial, others)
c. Data access – who needs to access data (on “my” side), on what
conditions can the data be accessed (on the provider’s side)
d. Data and processes related to the improvement paths in LL2 – matching
the data exchange options to the issues and measures suggested in LL2
2. Determining the communication partners
a. Who is the data provider – what subject, what sub-division or unit, who is
the responsible person
b. Who is the data receiver (consumer) – what subject (“myself”), what subdivision or unit, who is the responsible person
c. Contractual issues of the data access – what conditions have to be met on
the contractual level to allow the data exchange
3. Adjusting the internal processes
a. Who will handle the data (as the end user) – who will produce (enter) the
data, who will use them (in the sense of specific users/positions and
specific processes of the subject)
b. In what ICT systems is the data to be employed and for what purpose
(TMS, ERP, executive reporting…)
c. In what mode is the data to be accessible in each case or application area
– online, offline…
4. Implementing the communication messages
a. Understanding the data contents of the communication messages – their
structure, semantics, formats
b. Understanding the processes and internal ICT systems of the subject – and
determining where the communication messages are to be generated or
received and used
c. Implementing the communication messages into the internal ICT systems
(development) – according to each data area and its usage
d. Implementing the functionalities to provide the communication messages
to the target ICT systems/applications/functionalities
e. Testing the communication (according to standard development and
testing methodologies)
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5. Certification of the messages exchange by their provider (e.g. the IM)
a. Understanding the test scenarios or test cases defined by the messages
provider (data provider) – what the scenarios mean, how are they
provided, to what processes are related
b. Attaching to the test environment of the data provider – physical
connection, authentication, setting up the communication interface
c. Successful verification of all the test scenarios – running the test cases
(scenarios), observing and reporting the results
d. Issuing a certificate on the successful tests
 Related to the message format version and ICT system version
(release)
 Related to the data version/format
6. Launching the test operation
a. Setting the rules of the test operation against the production systems (e.g.
limiting to just one data provider) – defining the environment, setting up
the system, installation
b. Test operation with the selected subject or upon a limited subset of the
communication messages – based on a test phase plan detailing the
conditions
c. Evaluating the test operation and summary report
7. Launching the production
a. Informing the stakeholders – defining the corresponding subset of
stakeholders to exchange data using the new messages, defining the new
(updated) usage patterns)
b. Data exchange with all the involved stakeholders – starting the production
phase with production data
c. Evaluating the improvements in LL2 (including the KPIs); if not, another
iteration of the whole process is necessary
The above described implementation process is considered as a rather general one; the
real implementation in a specific environment is always based on the internal processes
of the target subject, on their development standards, on the structure of their ICT
landscape, on the implementation priorities etc.
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5 Conclusions
In this deliverable the contents and shape of the information exchange required for
creating the Control Tower Rail are established in detail. With this purpose, the state-ofthe-art technologies, concepts, data exchange mechanisms, information systems,
standards and controlling processes are analysed. Subsequently derives the applicability
of the state-of-the-art for creating CT-Rail. Finally, the Control Tower Concept is
developed; specifying data exchange interfaces as well as follow-up steps.
On this basis the Continuous Improvement Track is expected to be able to build, in a
number of cycles, a CT-Rail using the Seacon case. The CIT will evaluate if the approach
works as expected at corridor level, and adapt it where needed, to obtain a validated CTRail add-on development approach.
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